SECRET 16204DZ

PRIORITY DIR INFO PRIORITY WAVE CITE CARA 85G0

TYPIC AMSPELL

1. AMSPELL REP JUAN MANUEL SALVAT NOW ENROUTE WAVE FROM SA戈 PRIOR HIS DEPARTURE FROM WAVE SALVAT ALLEGEDLY ATTEMPTED ARRANG RAPID HANDLING ODACID "VISAS PARAQUEET" SO HIS RETURN PBPRIME WOULD NOT BE DELAYED. HE REQUESTED CLEARANCE TO CABLE ODACID CARA.

2. TO DATE CLEARANCE HAS NOT ARRIVED. FJUTOR-I HAS REQUESTED KZAR'S AID FOR SALVAT IN OBTAINING VISAS PARAQUEET CLEARANCE. SALVAT VISITED PBSTING CONSULATE 6 MAR, PAID FEE REQUIRED FOR PBSTING TO CABLE ODACID.

3. SALVAT TOLD FJUTOR-I THAT AMSPELL ANNOXIOUS HE RETURN QUICKLY WAVE FOR AMSPELL OPS. HQTS MAY WISH EXPEDITE SALVAT VISA IF HIS RAPID RETURN WAVE DESIRED.
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